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Title word cross-reference

1997 [121].

27-year [27].

'99 [122].

A. [111, 81]. Abstraction [45], ACM
[121, 119, 83, 91, 122, 82, 90, 115, 118, 70, 113, 95]. Agenda [113]. Alan
Analyst [5, 67]. annual [121]. approaches [97]. Architecture
[110, 118, 113]. arithmetic [72]. Art [8, 44]. artificial [46, 47]. Assessing
[26, 91]. August [121]. authorship [111]. Award [119, 83, 69, 12, 82, 79, 37,
77, 43, 76, 81, 80, 60, 78, 104, 95, 111, 115, 118, 70, 113, 96].
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Game [105]. Generality [46, 47]. Goes [113, 110].

Hellman [114, 115]. History [22, 56]. honor [103]. Honoring [106]. Human [50]. Humble [6, 32].


Key [115, 116]. Kristen [86].
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Underpin [118]. USA [121, 122]. use [114].


year [27]. years [119, 112].
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[15] Jim Ormond. Cryptography pioneers receive ACM A. M. Turing Award: Diffie and Hellman’s invention of public-key cryptography and digital sig-


